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Recently, Google Forms has
gained popularity among
educators. This is because
today's education is more
focused on online raw
materials since the
pandemic of COVID-19 hit
all countries of the globe.
The easiness and user-
friendly features of Google
Forms make it one of the
platforms of choice for both
teachers and lecturers. One
of the tools of Google Forms
is students are able to see
their marks once they
submit the form or in this
case is the test. However,
there are some features that
Google Forms is lacking
such as unable to set the
time limit to answer and
incapable to lock
automatically the form after
a certain number of
responses.

You've come to the right
place if you're a teacher or
administrator who is looking
for Google Forms add-ons.
The following add-ons let
you do plenty of things like
analyzing your student's
responses, creating time-
bound quizzes or shut/lock
the form's responses after a
particular time.
Let's get started.
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formLimiter is the best to levy a limit on the responses for
the forms. This nifty add-on gives you two options; you
can either set the number of responses, or you can specify
the final date and time to response.

1. formLimiter

the final date and time to ressponse.spons

The time feature can be widely used in assignments and
quizzes, where you do not want students to spend their
own time submitting their assignments.
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Your Google Forms Response tab automatically creates
beautiful graphics and charts. However, if you want to add a
little customization, you can switch to Advanced Summary
by Awesome Table add-on. It comes with a useful filter that
allows you to filter the response as well. Additionally, there
are useful Timestamp graphics that illustrate the response
times and answers.

2. Advanced Summary by Awesome Table
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Certify’em allows you to create certifications online through
Google Forms. This add-on provides several templates that
you can utilize to create professional designed certificates.
Of course, you can also make your own. You have the option
to email your custom certificate in PDF file format as well.

Another welcome feature of Certify'em is that it
automatically saves the latest logs of exam if you need to
refer later.

3. Certify‘em
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